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As part of Sheffield Hallam University, the Sheffield 
Institute of Arts offers a broad range of degrees across 
the creative disciplines. If you choose to study with us, 
you will join our creative learning community and be 
able to take advantage of all of our skills, expertise and 
resources. This gives you the opportunity to flourish 
and develop your creative and professional abilities. 
Our degree routes are predominately practice based. 
You gain hands-on experience through continuously 
working on creative projects. This practice is 
underpinned by teaching that develops and broadens 
your theoretical knowledge and courses that develop 
your technical skills.

1) Application process

To apply for any full-time undergraduate university 
course, you will need to complete a UCAS application 
form. We receive thousands of applications each year 
and we are very specific about what we are looking 
for in terms of academic and intellectual ability. The 
evidence that you provide in your personal statement 
and references will influence whether you are invited 
to an interview, so please take the time to plan and 
complete your application form. 

Please note that the application process for BA/MArt 
Film and Media Production involves submitting your 
portfolio online. We may be able to make a decision on 
the basis of your online portfolio, with the additional 
possibility of an invitation to a selection day. Please 
refer to page 12 for details.

For the interview, you should bring a portfolio or show 
reel containing examples of your work. We ask for  
this to understand your creative experience and 
potential ability. 

It should evidence your interests in your creative 
specialism to date. This may include past and current 
school or college work, other personal projects, work 
in progress and other work that you feel demonstrates 
your creative potential. 

Take time with your selection when putting the 
portfolio together. Do not include everything you have 
ever done, but a good, clear selection that represents 
your abilities. 

The interview provides you with an opportunity to 
discuss your portfolio and enables the admissions 
tutors to clarify aspects of your UCAS application. You 
may be asked questions about your personal interests 
to enable us to understand what motivates you to 
pursue your creative discipline. The interview will last 
about 30 minutes including time for you to ask any 
questions. 

Throughout the process, we will be looking for people 
who are genuinely interested in their subject with 
an enthusiasm and motivation to guide themselves 
through self-directed learning. 

Take time with your selection 
when putting the portfolio 
together. Do not include 
everything you have ever 
done, but a good, clear 
selection that represents  
your abilities.

Guidance for  
art, design and media arts 
applications
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2) What offer can we make you after an interview? 

We cannot tell you our decision on the day of the 
interview. After the interview our decision will be 
communicated via UCAS track, so please check your 
account regularly. 

You will receive one of the following decisions. 

a)  Conditional offer for the course that you have 
applied for – you must fulfil certain criteria (usually 
based on the qualifications you are currently 
taking) before you can be accepted on the course. 
If the requirements are met, the offer becomes 
unconditional. 

b)  Unconditional offer for the course that you have 
applied for – usually made when you have already 
completed your qualifications and met the academic 
requirements we are asking for. 

c)  Unsuccessful – unfortunately we are not able to 
offer you a place on the course. We do not feel that 
you have the necessary skills or experience to be 
successful on one of our courses. However, this does 
not prevent you from applying in the future, should 
you undertake further study to develop your skills 
and experience.

3) Degree routes 

Art, Design and Media Arts all offer Bachelor of 
Arts degrees (BA Honours) and integrated masters 
qualifications (MDes/MArt).

3a) Bachelor of Arts (BA) Honours

Our BA degrees run for three years and provide a firm 
basis for a professional creative career. Throughout 
the course there is a continuous programme of 
creative project work. Alongside this, we develop your 
creative skills, your understanding of the theory that 
underpins your work, professional development and the 
opportunity to specialise within your field. 

3b) Integrated Masters (MArt)

Our MArt courses run for four years and combine 
aspects of the BA courses and our successful  
masters programmes. 

We have developed the MArt options with creative 
professionalism in mind. Feedback shows employers 
and organisations are looking for designers and 
artists with postgraduate level knowledge and some 
professional experience. Because of this, the additional 
year of the integrated masters focuses on professional 
enhancement. You can complete a work placement, 
study abroad on an exchange programme or undertake 
a mentored project where you are given advice and 
support from an external company. 

If you are interested in an integrated masters course, 
you will need to include it on your UCAS application 
form as part of the usual application process. 

The entry requirements for the MArt courses are 
slightly higher than for the equivalent BA qualification, 
though MArt applicants would also be considered for 
the relevant BA. 

Guidelines for applications to 
undergraduate courses in media arts
In addition to the advice provided, each specialism will 
have some specific requirements that you should follow 
to prepare for your selection day.
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What should be in my portfolio? 
An edited show reel of examples of your work. 

This can include work you have undertaken as part of 
a course of study and/or work you have made in your 
own time. 

As well as moving image work, you can include 
work you have done in other media such as sound, 
still image, web design – any work that you feel 
demonstrates your creative interests and potential. 

How should I organise my portfolio?
You need to bring your show reel in an electronic 
format on a disc, USB stick or portable drive. Acceptable 
formats are DVD, a Quick Time Movie File or a 
PowerPoint presentation. 

The total running time must be no more than five 
minutes – we will not be able to accept anything longer. 

You can either show one piece of work or a number of 
pieces as long as the total running time does not exceed 
five minutes. If your work is web based, please provide 
a link to the relevant material. 

If you have design or stills work, please bring along high 
quality prints presented in a portfolio (not electronic 
copies). 

Please write your name, the interview date and the 
course to which you are applying on the cover of the 
disc, or label the file with your name on the USB/
portable drive.

As well as moving image work, you can include 
work you have done in other media such as sound, 
still image, web design – any work that you feel 
demonstrates your creative interests and potential.

If you have design or stills work, please bring along high 
quality prints presented in a portfolio.

Portfolio commentary
A written commentary of 300–500 words to accompany 
your work.

•  Provide a list with titles and brief descriptions of all 
the samples of your work in your portfolio. 

•  Choose one or two pieces of work and tell us what you 
think are their strengths and weaknesses. 

•  Tell us what has inspired and influenced you in the 
creation of this work. 

•  Tell us what you want to learn from studying this area 
and what has attracted you to this course at Sheffield 
Hallam University.

What are we looking for and how do 
we evaluate the abilities demonstrated 
in your portfolio/interview? 
•  A creative and imaginative approach to production 

work. 

•  A potential to develop practical, conceptual and 
analytical skills in the realisation of your ideas. 

• An ability to identify the sources you have drawn on. 

•  An ability to relate your ideas to your own experience. 

What happens on the selection day?
Tutors from the course will look at your portfolio. 
Meanwhile, you will be able to find out more about 
being at Sheffield Hallam University and about the 
course itself by attending talks and tours of the 
facilities. 

Tutors may also want to meet you individually to 
explore any questions they may have, based on the 
abilities outlined above. They will also give you the 
opportunity to ask any questions of your own. 

BA (Honours)  
Animation (W615) 
MArt  
Animation (W616)  
BA (Honours)  
Games Design (W280) 
MArt  
Games Design (W281)
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BA (Honours)  
Digital Media Production (W212)
MArt  
Digital Media Production (W215)

What should be in my portfolio?
An edited show reel of examples of your work. 

This can include work you have undertaken as part of 
a course of study and/or work you have made in your 
own time. It can be of any genre – drama, documentary, 
animation, pop promo, commercial or experimental. 

As well as moving image work, you can include work 
you have done in other media such as sound, radio, 
still image, web design – any work that you feel 
demonstrates your creative interests and potential. 

How should I organise my portfolio?
You need to bring your show reel in an electronic 
format on a disc, USB stick or portable drive. Acceptable 
formats are DVD, a Quick Time Movie File or a 
PowerPoint presentation. 

The total running time must be no more than five 
minutes – we will not be able to accept anything longer. 

You can either show one piece of work or a number of 
pieces as long as the total running time does not exceed 
five minutes. If you are showing more than one piece of 
work or clips from films you have made, please make 
sure each piece of work or clip has an introductory 
title clearly stating the name of the film and your 
production role on that piece of work. 

If your work is radio or web based, please provide  
a link to the relevant material or an audio file on CD 
(aiff or wav). 

If you have design or stills work, please bring along  
high quality prints presented in a portfolio (not 
electronic copies). 

Please write your name, the interview date and the 
course to which you are applying on the cover of the 
disc, or label the file with your name on the USB/
portable drive. 

You can either show one piece of work or a number of 
pieces as long as the total running time does not exceed 
five minutes.

Portfolio commentary
A written commentary of 300–500 words to  
accompany the show reel.

•  Provide a list with titles and brief descriptions of all 
the samples of work on your show reel and describe 
your individual contribution to each piece. 

•  Choose one or two pieces of work and tell us what you 
think are their strengths and weaknesses. 

•  Tell us what has inspired and influenced you in the 
creation of this work. 

•  Tell us what you want to learn from studying this  
area and what has attracted you to this course at 
Sheffield Hallam University. 
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What are we looking for and how do 
we evaluate the abilities demonstrated 
in your portfolio/interview? 
The following list will help you understand how we will 
assess your abilities and your suitability for the course.

•  A basic knowledge and understanding of the 
processes and techniques used in film and media 
production/film and visual effects. 

•  A creative and imaginative approach to  
production work. 

•  A potential to develop practical, conceptual and 
analytical skills in the realisation of your ideas. 

• An ability to identify the sources you have drawn on. 

• An ability to relate your ideas to your own experience. 

What happens on the selection day?
Tutors from the course will look at your portfolio. 
Meanwhile, you will be able to find out more about 
being at Sheffield Hallam University and about the 
course itself by attending talks and tours of the 
facilities. 

Tutors may also want to meet you individually to 
explore any questions they may have, based on the 
abilities outlined above. They will also give you the 
opportunity to ask any questions of your own. 
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BA (Honours)  
Film and Media Production (P390)
MArt  
Film and Media Production (P391)

After reviewing your qualifications and experience, if 
you are selected, you will be invited to submit an online 
portfolio including a show reel of your work. You will be 
notified by an email which will include guidance and 
instructions on how to do this and what is required. 

When we have viewed your online portfolio, we may 
either make you an offer at this point, or invite you to a 
selection day to discuss your application further. 

What should be in my portfolio?
An edited show reel of examples of your work.

This can include work you have undertaken as part of 
a course and/or work you have made in your own time. 
It can be any genre – such as drama, documentary, 
animation, pop promo, commercials, corporate or 
experimental.

In addition to moving image work, you can include 
work you have done in other media such as sound, 
radio, still image, web design – any work that you feel 
demonstrates your creative interests and potential.

How should I organise my portfolio?
The total running time must be no more than five 
minutes. We will not be able to accept anything longer. 
It doesn’t matter if it’s shorter than five minutes.

You can either show one piece of work or a number of 
pieces as long as the total running time does not exceed 
five minutes. We want you to select the pieces of work 
that demonstrate your creative and technical abilities 
most effectively. We want to understand your approach 
to storytelling and narrative development as well as 
camera work, sound and editing. We are therefore 
looking for completed pieces of work or longer edited 
extracts of work, not a clips reel cut to a soundtrack.

If you are showing more than one piece of work or clips 
from films you have made, please make sure each piece 
has an introductory title clearly stating the name of the 
film and your production role on.

If your work is design or stills based, you can upload a 
slideshow of still images from your portfolio converted 
into an AVI or QuickTime file.

If your work is sound or radio based you can upload an 
AVI or WAV file.

Portfolio commentary
This should be a Word document or PDF, giving a 
written commentary of 750–1,000 words to accompany 
the show reel. The invitation email will have the email 
address that you need to send this to. Please include the 
following.

•   A reflection on your own interest, learning and 
development in relation to film and film production. 

•  A critical evaluation of one or two pieces of work in 
your show reel, including the key aims and ideas, your 
own roles/input,  as well as the relevance of particular 
theories, influences or other contexts that you have 
drawn on.

•  A list with titles and brief descriptions of all the 
samples of your work on your show reel, and your 
individual contribution to each piece.

•  What you want to learn from studying this area and 
what has attracted you to this course at Sheffield 
Hallam University.

What are we looking for and how do 
we evaluate the abilities demonstrated 
in your portfolio/interview?
The following list will help you understand how we 
assess your abilities and your suitability for the course. 

•  A basic knowledge and understanding of the 
processes and techniques used in film and media 
production.

•  A creative and imaginative approach to  
production work. 

•  A potential to develop practical, conceptual and 
analytical skills in the realisation of your ideas. 

• An ability to identify the sources you have drawn on. 

• An ability to relate your ideas to your own experience. 

What happens on the selection day?
You will be able to find out more about being at 
Sheffield Hallam University and about the course itself 
by attending talks and tours of the facilities. 

Tutors will also meet with you to discuss your portfolio 
and explore any questions they may have, based on 
the abilities outlined above. They will also give you the 
opportunity to ask any questions.
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BA (Honours)  
Photography (W640)  
MArt  
Photography (W641)

What should be in my portfolio?
•  Please ensure that you bring a Photography portfolio 

that demonstrates your interests and ability in 
photography. 

•  You don’t have to include everything that you 
have ever done but provide us with a well edited 
representation of your abilities and interests. 
Remember that too much can result in overkill and 
water down the strong points of your portfolio. If you 
have one or two strong completed projects, include 
these and give us representations of your other work. 

•  You can include other forms of image production if 
you feel this demonstrates your creative skills, such 
as colour, composition and presentation. 

•  You are also encouraged to bring workbooks that 
indicate the development of your ideas and perhaps 
other photographers’ work that you find inspirational. 
Do not include every workbook you have produced 
but one or two that clearly demonstrate the above 
criteria. 

•  Please include an example of an essay that you have 
written. 

How should I organise my portfolio?
•  All work should be contained within a single portfolio 

and may be in any format. 

•  All photographs should be in protective sleeves 
common to portfolios. 

•  Do not present your work in a haphazard order. Think 
out the sequence in which your work will be seen. 
Remember that presentation is very important. 

• Do not include torn or poorly cared for work. 

You don’t have to include everything that you have ever 
done but provide us with a well edited representation of 
your abilities and interests.

What are we looking for and how do 
we evaluate the abilities demonstrated 
in your portfolio/interview?
We have several criteria that we look for in a selection 
day submission.

•  Range of work – are there a variety of ways of working 
evidenced in the submission? 

•  Creativity – how has the work that is included 
in the book been executed? Is there evidence of 
an imaginative approach taken in the work a 
photographic eye, composition etc? We realise that 
everyone approaches creativity from differing 
directions and evaluate this accordingly. 

•  Technical quality – have you displayed your ability to 
apply basic forms of photographic production and/or 
other rendering skills? 

•  Personal style – an indication that you have the 
ability to apply your unique ideas to your image 
making, indicated by the photographs and/or other 
work submitted. 

•   Conceptual development – indicative through 
research books and written materials which show 
us you have abilities to apply analytical skills to 
both your production and that of other practitioners. 
Additionally, this material should indicate that you 
have both technical and conceptual research skills. 

What happens on the selection day?
The photography selection day involves 

• leaving your portfolio with staff for review 

•  an introduction to the courses from a member of staff

•  a tour of the facilities led by current students who will 
be happy to answer any questions you may have

• collecting your portfolio 
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